Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) measures the positions of individual blinking molecules to reconstruct images of biological and abiological structures with nanoscale resolution. The attainable resolution and accuracy of various SMLM methods are routinely benchmarked using simulated data, calibration "rulers", or secondary imaging modalities. However, these methods cannot quantify the nanoscale imaging accuracy of any particular SMLM dataset without ground-truth knowledge of the sample. Here, we show that by measuring estimation stability under a well-chosen perturbation and with accurate knowledge of the imaging system, we can robustly quantify the confidence of every individual localization within an experimental SMLM dataset, without ground-truth knowledge of the sample. We demonstrate our broadly-applicable method, termed Wasserstein-induced flux (WIF), in measuring the accuracy of various reconstruction algorithms directly on experimental data of microtubules and amyloid fibrils. We further show that the estimated confidences or WIFs can be used to evaluate the experimental mismatch of computational imaging models, enhance the accuracy and resolution of reconstructed structures, and discover sample heterogeneity due to hidden molecular parameters. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 localization accuracy, statistical confidence, localization software, model mismatch, Wasserstein distance Single-molecule localization microscopy (SMLM) has be-1 come an important tool for resolving nanoscale structures 2 and answering fundamental questions in biology (1-5) and 3 materials science (6, 7). SMLM uses repeated localizations of 4 blinking fluorescent molecules to reconstruct high-resolution 5 images of a target structure. In this way, quasi-static features 6 of the sample are estimated from noisy individual images cap-7 tured from a fluorescence microscope. These quantities, such 8 as fluorophore positions (i.e., a map of fluorophore density), 9 "on" times, emission wavelengths, and orientations, influence 10 the random blinking events that are captured within an SMLM 11 dataset. By using a mathematical model of the microscope, 12 SMLM reconstruction algorithms seek to estimate the most 13 underlying algorithm is built on the theory of optimal trans-72 port (21). Given a certain mathematical imaging model, WIF 73 reliably quantifies the confidence of individual localizations 74 within an SMLM reconstruction. We show that these con-75 fidences yield a consistent measure of localization accuracy 76 under various imaging conditions, such as changing molec-77 ular density and optical aberrations, without knowing the 78 ground-truth positions a priori. We demonstrate that our 79 WIF confidence map outperforms other image-based methods 80 in detecting artifacts in high-density SMLM while revealing 81 detailed and accurate features of the target structure. We then 82 quantify the accuracy of various algorithms on real SMLM 83 images of microtubules. Finally, we demonstrate the benefits 84 of localization confidences to improve reconstruction accuracy 85 and image resolution in super-resolution Transient Amyloid 86 Binding imaging (22) under low SNR. Notably, WIF reveals 87 heterogeneities in the interaction of Nile red molecules with 88 amyloid fibrils (23). 89 Problem statement 90 In SMLM we may model a variety of physical influences on 91 stochastic fluorescence emission using a hidden variable β (Fig. 92 1A). For example, β can encode where molecules activate, how 93 densely they are activated, or how freely they rotate. For 94 each frame, we may represent a set of N activated molecules 95 as M = N i=1 siδ(η − ηi), where si > 0 and ηi ∈ R d repre-96 sent the brightness and related physical parameters (i.e., a 97 d-dimensional object space comprising position, orientation, 98 etc.) of the i th molecule, respectively. In general, N , si, and 99 ηi are random variables whose probability distributions de-100 pend on β. We assume that the measured images of molecular 101 blinks g ∈ R m (i.e., m pixels of photon counts captured by a 102 camera) are generated according to a statistical model with 103 the negative log likelihood L(q, M; g) (see Methods and Fig. 104 1A). Here, q is the point spread function (PSF, or the image of 105 an SM) of the microscope that can depend on M. In typical 106 SMLM, an algorithm A equipped with a PSF model,q, is used 107 to estimate molecular positions. Let us denote the output of 108 such localization algorithm byM = N i=1ŝ iδ(η −ηi), where 109η i =ri represents the estimated positions. Generally, β af-110 fects the accuracy with which an algorithm localizes molecules, 111 and uncertainty in β can cause degraded image resolution or 112 even bias in estimating M. This uncertainty may arise from 113 miscalibration of the PSF model due to optical aberrations as 114 well as neglecting the full molecular parameters ηi that affect 115 the PSF q, e.g., the dipole emission pattern of fluorescent 116 molecules (16, 17, 24). A more subtle uncertainty may arise 117 for difficult measurements even with a well-calibrated PSF, 118 e.g., overcounting or undercounting molecules due to image 119 overlap (8, 12).
ofq, then the corresponding localization has low confidence. 126 However, such a strategy fails when a localization is not a 127 single molecule (SM), but in fact two or more closely-spaced 128 ones. As an illustrative example, we consider two scenarios: 129 an isotropic molecule located at (x = 0, y = 0, z = 0) (Fig. 1C ) 130 and two close molecules located at (0, 0, 0) and (0, 70 nm, 0) (A) Image formation and localization. Here, β is a hidden variable that describes parameters that affect molecular fluorescence, including blinking rates, molecular density, etc. For each frame, activated molecules are represented by M in which N, si, and ηi denote number of molecules, photons emitted, and related physical parameters of the i th molecule, respectively. q denotes the PSF of the imaging system that can vary with M. g ∈ R m represents the vectorized image quantifying the number of photons detected consisting of m pixels. Localization refers to estimatinĝ M from g via an algorithm A that uses a PSF modelq. (B) Proposed confidence quantification framework. P is a perturbation operator that applies a small distortion toM. The perturbed molecules M0 and the measurements g are then analyzed via a confidence analysis algorithm C that uses its own PSF model qc. The estimated confidences are represented by c = (c1, c2, . . . , cN ) taking values within 1 (highest confidence) and −1 (lowest confidence). (C) Example of localizing and quantifying confidence using 100 simulated images of an isotropic SM analyzed by ThunderSTORM (TS). Scatter plot: localizations (black dots) and the true positions of molecules (red triangles). Black histogram: fitted widths of the PSF (σ) estimated by TS. Magenta histogram: estimated confidences using the proposed method. (D) Similar to (C) but for two closely-spaced molecules. (E) Similar to (C) but for focused, dipole-like molecule. (E) Similar to (C) but for a dim isotropic molecule. Colorbars: photons per 58.5 × 58.5 nm 2 . Scalebars: (C-F) left: 500 nm, right: 50 nm.
( Fig. 1D ). We use ThunderSTORM (TS (25)) to localize the 132 molecules, which also provides fitted widthsσ. Due to signifi-133 cant image overlap, TS almost always localizes one molecule for 134 both scenarios, such that in the latter, the estimated positions 135 exhibit a significant deviation from the true ones (Fig. 1C,D) . 136 However, the distributions ofσ in both cases are virtually 137 identical, suggesting thatσ is a poor method for quantifying 138 confidence and detecting localization errors due to overlapping 139 molecules (Fig. 1C,D) . 140 More fundamentally, mismatches in SMLM between model 141 and measurement generally depend on β in a way that cannot 142 be quantified via simple image-based features such as PSF 143 width. We illustrate this situation by localizing a rotationally 144 fixed molecule located at (0, 0, 200 nm). The anisotropic emis-145 sion pattern induces a significant bias in TS localizations (Fig. 146  1E) . The distribution of fitted widths is noisy due to photon-147 shot noise and broadening of the PSF (Fig. 1E) . Unfortunately, 148 this rather wide distribution is comparable to that of a dim, isotropic molecule whose localizations have no systematic bias 150 ( Fig. 1F ). These observations suggest that quantifying subtle 151 model mismatches in SMLM and, thus, localization confidence, 152 requires a new mathematical "metric."
153
Proposed methodology 154 Our goal is to quantify the confidence ci of each localization 155 inM produced by a given algorithm, given the measurements 156 g (Fig. 1B) . In simplest form, we can formulate the local- its minimum at ω * ∈ Ω. Since we are mostly interested in 198 minimizers of some functional, as they are in a sense the best 199 "fit" to the ground truth, we think of the confidence of a point 200 estimateω as a measure of its distance to ω * . Since ω * is 201 unknown, we seek to measure the confidence ofω without 202 knowing ω * . To this end, we construct a simple single-step 203 gradient-descent update and find a representation of stability 204 to quantify the said confidence.
205
Consider the following gradient descent update given by 206 the gradient-descent step with a small step size > 0:
(1) 208
where ω0 is a local perturbation ofω according to the operator 209 P(ω) =ω + (1 − 2e)∆ω with e ∼ Bern(0.5) and perturbation 210 distance ∆ω = |ω − ω0|. Eq. (1) describes the movement of 211 ω0 in the gradient vector field, ∇f , transporting ω0 in the 212 direction of decreasing f . If the estimateω is stable, we have 213 |ω1 −ω| < |ω0 −ω| as a result of our gradient-decent update, 214 while for an unstable estimate, we can find a perturbation 215 that results in |ω1 −ω| > |ω0 −ω|.
Since ω * is the minimizer 216 of f , we have |ω1 − ω * | < |ω0 − ω * | for any local perturbation 217 of ω * . In other words, the gradient vector field pushes the 218 perturbed point ω0 toward ω * . This observation tells us that 219 we may quantify the confidence ofω by measuring the average 220 convergence of ω0 towardω. We may define the confidence of 221 a pointω simply as where E denotes expectation over random perturbations and 224 sgn(x) takes the sign of a real number x. We call c in Eq.
(2) 225 the normalized gradient flux, for reasons that become apparent 226 later. A stable point has the maximum inward gradient flux, 227 i.e., c = 1, while an unstable point has some degree of outward 228 gradient flux, i.e., c < 1. Thus, c represents a confidence score 229 for any point in Ω without knowing ω * . As an example, for 230 f (ω) = ω 2 thus implying ω * = 0, we find c = 2∆ω |ω−∆ω|+|ω+∆ω| . 231 Obviously,ω = ω * = 0 is the most stable point with highest 232 confidence, and the further awayω is from 0, the worse the 233 confidence. 234 We can gain more insight if we consider the recursive vari-235 ational form of Eq. (1) as
Informally, Eq.
(3) defines a discrete trajectory {ω k } by 238 minimizing f while preserving a "local Euclidean distance" 239 constraint. In the limit of k → 0, i.e., considering continuous 240 trajectories, we recover the Cauchy Problem, that is,
−∇f (ω(t)), which defines the evolution of ω ∈ Ω from an 242 initial point ω0. The resulting curve {ω(t)} t≥0 is called a 243 gradient flow.
244
Wasserstein-induced flux. Molecular brightnesses si > 0 245 and positions ri ∈ R 2 in a single SMLM frame are expressed 246 as M = N i=1 siδ(r − ri), which is a multi-parameter dis-247 tribution in the space of non-negative finite measures M(R 2 ). 248 To extend our discussion to SMLM, we must define the dis-249 tance between two candidate "guesses" S and Q ∈ M(R 2 ) for 250 molecular parameters. We utilize the elegant theory of opti-251 mal transport, where roughly speaking, the optimal transport 252 distance between any two measures is the minimum cost of 253 transporting mass from one to the other as measured via some 254 ground metric (21). The Wasserstein distance is particularly 255 suitable, because its ground metric is simply Euclidean dis-256 tance. The type-2 Wasserstein distance between two measures 257 S, Q ∈ M(R 2 ) is defined as 
which is a convex functional. 266 We recall that our goal is to obtain a useful representation 
weighted displacement distance for the transport plan is given 275 by the type-2 Wasserstein distance; and 2) the backward veloc- the gradient flows satisfy the continuity equation (27):
We now invoke the divergence theorem and define the 283 Wasserstein-induced flux (WIF) corresponding to the pertur-284 bation volume around a molecule V as: As stated previously, we can write the gradient field
This equivalence effectively gives us a strategy to approximate 302 WIF by finding an estimate of T1, that is, the transport map.
303
Unfortunately, it is computationally expensive to solve for the 304 infinite-dimensional measure S1. In addition, molecules are 305 in actuality point sources, which means that our object space 306 M(R 2 ) consists of discrete measures and not smooth densities.
307
Even though the uniqueness condition of the transport map 308 requires measures with smooth densities, we show that even 309 with these approximations, our WIF dynamics mirror those 310 predicted by Eq. (6). We designed an efficient, iterative algo-311 rithm to approximately compute T1, which ultimately allows 312 us to compute WIF (SI section 2, Fig. S2 ) using 1) raw SMLM 313 images of blinking molecules and 2) a computational model of 314 the imaging system ( Fig. 1B) .
315
Returning to our earlier examples ( Fig. 1C -F), we see that 316 when estimated localizations are close to the ground-truth 317 positions, their estimated confidences or WIFs are concentrated 318 close to 1 (Fig. 1C,F ). On the other hand, for inaccurate 319 estimates, localization confidences become significantly smaller, 320 implying their unreliability ( Fig. 1D,E ). Note that knowledge 321 of the ground truth molecule location is not needed to compute 322 these confidence values.
323

Results
324
Localization confidence of an isolated molecule. To 325 test our confidence metric, we analyze images of fluorescent 326 molecules, generated using a vectorial image formation model 327 (24), having various hidden physical parameters such as de-328 focus and rotational mobility. These analyses characterize 329 not only how well WIF measures mismatches introduced by 330 these parameters, but also its limitations due to statistical 331 shot noise, especially for low photon counts. As a baseline, 332 we fix the PSF model in our confidence analysis to that of 333 an isotropic molecule with zero defocus. To determine our 334 confidence metric's robustness to shot noise, we use RoSE 335 to localize an isotropic emitter from 200 noisy, independent 336 realizations of its image for a wide range of detected photons. 337 Computing WIF for these localizations, we observe that the 338 confidences are mostly close to 1 for all photon counts, taking 339 values in [0.95, 1] ( Fig. S3 ). There is a slight reduction in 340 estimated confidences for large photon counts, most likely due 341 to the first-order approximation in our PSF model (SI section 342 2B).
343
Next, we quantify how hidden variables that are not ac-344 counted for within the model affect the confidences. For a dim 345 molecule (800 photons and 20 background photons/pixel) at 346 modest defocus values (z ∈ [0, 200 nm]), we observe that the 347 confidences mostly remain above 0.9 ( Fig. S4A,B ). As defocus 348 increases beyond 200 nm, approximately 50% of localizations 349 exhibit confidence lower than 0.9. In particular, for z = 300 350 nm, the median confidence decreases to 0.62, a reduction of 351 approximately 40% from z = 0 ( Fig. S4A ). Our confidence 352 metric is remarkably more sensitive to defocus compared to 353 estimates of normalized PSF width (w.r.t. the PSF width at 354 focus), which fluctuate mostly within 10% of their nominal 355 values. For z = 300 nm, the median width reduces somewhat 356 counter-intuitively by 13% from its nominal value ( Fig. S4A) , 357 most likely because of the low SNR.
358
To explore how shot noise affects WIF and width estimates, 359 we consider a bright molecule (2000 photons) ( Fig. S4D ). 360 Interestingly, as soon as the defocus increases beyond 140 nm, 361 the confidences sharply drop below 0.9 such that at z = 200 nm 362 the median confidence approaches 0.3. In contrast, normalized 363 width estimates remain mostly within 5% of their nominal 364 values with their medians consistently close to 1 (Fig. S4C ). 365 Therefore, WIF even detects subtle defocus-induced model 366 mismatches for brighter molecules with sufficient SNRs.
367
Lastly, we study how well WIF can quantify dipole-induced 368 imaging errors, further exacerbated by defocus. We consider 369 a molecule inclined at 45 • with respect to the optical axis 370 and with various degrees of rotational motion: effectively 371 unconstrained or isotropic (uniform rotation within a cone of 372 half angle α = 90 • ), moderate confinement (α = 30 • ), and 373 strong constraint (α = 15 • ) ( Fig. S5C ). For a photon count of 1000, notably, we observe consistent decreases in median 375 confidences (below 0.85) for both α = 30 • and α = 15 • across 376 all z, while for the isotropic molecule, the median confidence 377 drops below 0.9 only for z greater than 160 nm. In addition, 378 confidences for α = 15 • are smaller than those of α = 30 • , 379 which shows our confidence metric's consistency, trending 380 smaller as the degree of mismatch increases (Fig. S5A) . On 381 the other hand, normalized width estimates are practically 382 indistinguishable for all α and z values (Fig. S5B) . 383 We next consider a brighter molecule (2000 photons respectively. An undetected molecule, that is, a false negative, molecules per µm 2 , see Methods) ( Fig. 2A,B) . Examining high as 5 mol./µm 2 . For higher densities, WIFavg monotoni-432 cally decreases at a rate differing from that of Jaccard index. 433 For instance, at high densities JAC for TS saturates to 0.1, 434 whereas WIFavg further decreases due to high FN and low 435 TP, thereby demonstrating the non-convexity of the negative 436 log-likelihood landscape (Fig. 2C) .
437
A natural application of our confidence metric is to remove 438 localizations with poor accuracy. We filter localizations with 439 confidence smaller than 0.5, corresponding to half of the per-440 turbed photons "returning" toward a particular localization, 441 and calculate the resulting precision = TP/(TP + FP) and 442 recall = TP/(TP + FN). If the filtered localizations truly rep-443 resent false positives, we expect to see an increase in precision 444 and a relatively unchanged recall after filtering. Our results 445 show a precision enhancement as high as 180% for TS and a de-446 sirable increase of 23% for RoSE (density= 9 mol./µm 2 ) ( Fig. 447  2D) . Remarkably, these improvements come with a negligible 448 loss in recall (13% in the worst case) across all densities for 449 both algorithms ( Fig. 2E ). Overall, these simulation studies 450 show that WIFavg is a reliable means of quantifying localiza-451 tion accuracy without having access to ground-truth molecular 452 parameters. challenging HD localization experiment. 464 We use FALCON (29), an HD localization algorithm, to 465 reconstruct a simulated benchmark SMLM dataset (12) con-466 sisting of 360 HD frames of a tubulin network (Fig. 3A) . In 467 regions where the tubules coalesce, corresponding to higher 468 blinking densities, we see numerous inaccurate localizations 469 (Fig. 3A, insets) . In particular, we see fused and broadened 470 tubules instead of thin and separate structures. A reliable error 471 map should assign low confidence or high error to such regions 472 while discriminating fine but accurate details of the structure.
473
Interestingly, we notice significant differences between an error 474 map (Fig. 3B, obtained via SQUIRREL (11) ) and the pro-475 posed confidence map (Fig. 3C) . First, the error map appears 476 to overestimate errors in regions with accurate localizations, 477 while our confidence map exhibits low confidence for inaccu-478 rate localizations and assigns high confidence to neighboring, 479 well-resolved parallel tubules (Fig. 3B,C, top insets) . Second, 480 the error map underestimates the error in the regions where 481 tubules are apparently fused, whereas the confidence map 482 assigns an overall low confidence to this region, suggesting 483 potential artifacts (Fig. 3B,C, bottom isolated images of molecules, e.g., after a significant portion of 492 them are bleached. These images can therefore serve as a use-493 ful internal control, taken under realistic conditions, to assess 494 the performance of a PSF model as well as SMLM algorithms 495 themselves on a particular dataset. As a practical example, 496 we examine an SMLM dataset of blinking AlexaFluor 647-497 labeled microtubules (see Methods). We randomly selected 498 600 images of bright molecules sampled over the entire field of 499 view (Fig. 4A ). We used an ideal PSF model to localize these 500 molecules using RoSE, but found that the mean confidence 501 of these localizations is notably small (WIFavg = −0.36), im-502 plying the presence of significant aberrations and PSF model 503 mismatch (Fig. S7 ). We therefore calibrated our physics-based 504 PSF model and re-analyzed the data (see Methods). After 505 calibration, the estimated confidences of RoSE's localizations 506 show a notable average increase of 0.79 (WIFavg = 0.43). 507 We also observe a rather broad distribution of confidences, 508 suggesting that optical aberrations, such as defocus, vary 509 throughout the structure (Fig. S7 ). RoSE's use of this cal-510 ibrated PSF produces localizations with higher confidence 511 values (WIFavg = 0.43) compared to TS's use of an elliptical 512 Gaussian PSF (WIFavg = 0.15) (Fig. 4A) . The higher average 513 confidence score for RoSE suggests that it should recover the 514 underlying structure with greater accuracy compared to TS.
515
We confirm the consistency of localization confidences, in 516 the absence of the ground truth, through the perceived quality 517 of the super-resolution reconstructions (Fig. 4B) . We expect 518 more confident localizations result in an image with greater 519 resolution, whereas localizations with poor confidence fail 520 to resolve fine details and potentially distort the underlying 521 structure. Within a region containing a few parallel and well 522 separated microtubules, we see similar confidences for both 523 algorithms (Fig. 4H) resulting in images of similar quality (Fig. 524  4F,G) . Conversely, for a region with intersecting microtubules, 525 we observe marked qualitative and quantitative differences 526 between the two reconstructions ( Fig. 4C,D) . RoSE is able 527 to resolve structural details near the intersections, while the 528 TS image contains missing and blurred localizations near the 529 crossing points. Moreover, RoSE recovers the curved micro-530 tubule faithfully, whereas TS fails to reconstruct its central 531 part (lower red arrow in Fig. 4C,D) . Quantitatively, RoSE 532 exhibits significantly greater confidence in its localizations 533 compared to TS, which shows negative confidences for an ap-534 preciable number of localizations (Fig. 4E) but also is robust to image overlap. Qualitative and quantita-550 tive differences are readily noticeable between reconstructed 551 images, particularly where the fibrillar bundle unwinds (Fig. 552 5A-C, insets). We attribute the poor localization of WLS, ex-553 emplified by broadening of the fibrils, to its lack of robustness 554 to shot noise. By using instead a Poisson noise model, MLE 555 recovers thinner and better resolved fibrils, but struggles to 556 resolve fibrils at the top end of the structure (Fig. 5B,E) . This 557 inefficiency is probably due to algorithmic failure on images 558 containing overlapping molecules. In contrast, RoSE localiza-559 tions have greater precision and accuracy, thereby enabling the 560 parallel unbundled filaments to be resolved (Fig. 5C,F) . These 561 perceived image qualities can be reliably quantified via WIF. 562 Indeed, RoSE localizations show the greatest confidence of the 563 three algorithms with WIFavg = 0.78 while WLS shows a low 564 WIFavg of 0.18 attesting to their excellent and poor recovery, 565 respectively ( Fig. 5G-I) . Interestingly, we found that, in terms 566 of FRC, RoSE has only 3% better resolution compared to 567 MLE.
568
To further prove that WIF is a reliable measure of accu-569 racy at the single-molecule level, we filtered out all localiza-570 tions with confidence smaller than 0.5. Remarkably, filtered 571 reconstructions from all three algorithms appear to resolve 572 unbundled fibrils (Fig. 5J-L) . In contrast, filtering based 573 on estimated PSF width produces sub-optimal results. No-574 tably, retaining MLE localizations within a strict width range 575 W1 ∈ [90, 110 nm], improves filament resolvability at the cost 576 of compromising sampling continuity (Fig. S8A ). For a slightly 577 larger range, W2 ∈ [70, 130 nm], the filtering is ineffective and 578 the fibrils are not well resolved (Fig. S8B) . In contrast, filtered 579 localizations based on WIF, qualitatively and quantitatively, 580 resolve fine fibrillar features (Fig. S8C ).
581
A powerful feature of WIF is its ability to quantify an 582 arbitrary discrepancy between a computational imaging model 583 and SMLM measurements. This property is particularly useful 584 since hidden physical parameters, which may be difficult to 585 model accurately, can induce perturbations in the observed 586 PSF. Therefore, we can use WIF to interrogate variations in the 587 interactions of Nile red with amyloid fibrils that are encoded 588 as subtle features within SMLM images. To demonstrate this 589 capability, we analyzed TAB fibrillar datasets using RoSE and 590 calculated the WIFs of localizations with greater than 400 591 detected photons (Fig. 6) . Interestingly, WIF density plots 592 reveal heterogeneous regions along both fibrils. Specifically, for 593 segments of fibrils that are oriented away from the vertical axis, 594 we see a larger fraction of localizations that have low confidence 595 (<0.5) compared to regions that are vertically oriented (Fig. 596  6A,B) . Quantitatively, the upper regions of two fibrils have 597 17% (Fig. 6C ) and 37% (Fig. 6D ) more localizations with 598 confidence greater than 0.8.
599
To examine the origin of this heterogeneity, we directly 600 compare observed PSFs from high-and low-confidence regions.
601
Curiously, PSFs in the bottom regions are slightly elongated 602 along an axis parallel the fibril itself, whereas PSFs from the 603 top regions better match our model (Fig. S9 ). These features 604 may be attributed to the orientation of Nile red molecules 605 upon binding to fibrils (30) (31) (32) . We stress that the influence of 606 molecular orientation on these PSFs is detected and quantified 607 by WIF and cannot otherwise be distinguished by estimates 608 of PSF width (Fig. S9) . reconstruction accuracy. WIF quantifies robustly determin-618 istic model mismatch between experimental images and a 619 computational imaging model, which affects accuracy, in the 620 presence of stochastic measurement noise, which affects preci-621 sion. Intuitively, low SNRs make the detection of minor model 622 mismatches, such as defocus, comparatively difficult (Fig. S4) . 623 While WIF has excellent sensitivity for detecting overlapping 624 molecules (Fig. 1D ) and dipole-like emission patterns (Figs. 625 S5-S6), WIF cannot explain the source of low confidence values 626 that cause localization inaccuracies or heterogeneities; rather, 627 it detects and quantifies these effects.
628
WIF exhibits several advantages over existing methods for 629 quantifying reconstruction accuracy in experimental SMLM. 630 First, WIF does not require labeled training data to judge the 631 trustworthiness of predetermined image features; a model of 632 the imaging system, i.e., its PSF, suffices. Second, it does not 633 need ground-truth knowledge of SM positions, which would be 634 prohibitive in most SMLM applications. Third, it obviates the 635 need for a secondary imaging modality for comparison and is 636 therefore more robust than such methods; it does not require 637 alignment between modalities. More fundamentally, WIF ex-638 ploits a unique property of SMLM compared to other non-SM 639 super-resolution optical methodologies (e.g., structured illumi-640 nation, RESOLFT, and STED); imaging the entirety (peak 641 and spatial decay) of each SM PSF synergistically creates 642 well-behaved gradient flows along the likelihood surface that 643 are used in computing WIF (SI Section 2). WIF quantifies 644 errors by using knowledge from its PSF model to explore the 645 object space of molecular positions and brightnesses; leveraging 646 Wasserstein distance ensures that meaningful perturbations to 647 SM positions are tested. In contrast, computing mismatches in 648 image space (e.g., PSF width in Figs. 1, S4-S6) is insensitive 649 to molecular overlap, defocus, and dipole emission artifacts 650 without assuming strong statistical priors on the spatial dis-651 tribution of molecules or a simplified PSF (33).
652
We believe that WIF will become a valuable tool for the 653 SMLM community as it offers the unique capability of quanti-654 fying localization accuracy and heterogeneity in experimental 5C, 390 photons were detected on average with a background of 5 732 photons per pixel. For the 931 localizations shown in Fig. 6B, 785 to α = 0, while α = 90 • represents an isotropic molecule. Molecular 740 blinking trajectories were simulated using a two state Markov chain 741 (28). We used a wavelength of 637 nm, NA = 1.4, and spatially 742 uniform background. We simulated a camera with 58.5 × 58.5 nm 2 743 square pixels in object space. where s i ≥ 0 and r i ∈ R 3 denote i th molecules' brightness (in 747 photons) and position, respectively. The resulting intensity µ j , that 748 is, the expected number of photons detected on camera, for each 749 pixel j can be written as . . . , m}, 751 where q j (r i ) represents the value of the PSF q (for i th molecule) at 752 j th pixel; b j denotes the expected number of background photons 753 at j th pixel.
754
If we denote g ∈ R m as m pixels of photon counts captured by 755 a camera, the negative Poisson log likelihood is then given by 756 L(q, M, g) = m j=1 {µ j − g j log(µ j )}. 757 Jaccard index. Following (8), given a set of ground-truth positions 758 and corresponding localizations, we first match these points by 759 solving a bipartite graph-matching problem of minimizing the sum 760 of distances between the two elements of a pair. We say that a 761 pairing is successful if the distance between the corresponding two 762 elements is smaller than twice the full width at half maximum 763 (FWHM) of the localization precision σ, which is calculated using 764 the theoretical Cramér-Rao bound (51) (σ = 3.4 nm with 2000 765 photons detected). The elements that are paired with a ground-766 truth position are counted as true positive (TP) and those without 767 a pair are counted as false positive (FP). Finally, the ground-truth 768 molecules without a match are counted as false negative (FN).
769
PSF modeling for computing Wasserstein-induced flux. For 770 simulation studies, we used an ideal, unpolarized standard PSF 771 resulting from an isotropic emitter (Figs. 1, 2, 3, S3 , S4, S5, S6), 772 while for experimental data (Figs. 4, 5, 6, S7, S8, S9), we used a 773 linearly-polarized PSF, also resulting from an isotropic emitter (SI 774 Section 2).
775
In addition to the ideal PSFs modeled above, we needed to 776 calibrate the aberrations present in the PSF used for microtubule 777 imaging (Fig. 4) . We modeled the microscope pupil function P as 778 P (u, v) = exp j l i=3 {a i Z i (u, v)} · P 0 (u, v), 779 where (u, v) are microscope's pupil coordinates; Z i and a i represent the i th Zernike basis function and its corresponding coefficient; and 781 P 0 denotes the pupil function of the uncalibrated model. We used 782 33 Zernike modes corresponding to l = 35.
783
Using RoSE, we localized well-isolated molecules over a large 784 field-of-view (FOV) corresponding to Fig. 4 . Next, for each lo-785 calization, we obtained an image of size 11 × 11 pixels with the 786 localized molecule being at its center. We excluded molecules with 787 brightnesses less than 3000 photons or with positions away from 788 the origin by more that a pixel. Next, we randomly selected 600 of 789 these images to estimate the Zernike coefficients, i.e., {a 1 , . . . , a l }, 790 as described previously (52). The calibrated PSF (Fig. S7) is then
